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The art of integration
Accelerating growth by acquiring other companies and integrating activities and processes is an art all of its own. The
practice of plant grafting illustrated on the cover of this magazine is relevant in several respects. That too combines
two living organisms in order to encourage the growth of something stronger, more resilient and more fruitful. If you
know what you’re doing and you are able to create precisely the right conditions, it works. Yet if the conditions are
less than ideal, the outcome is uncertain and is more likely to be disappointing than promising. You can read about all
of the factors involved in a successful buy and build strategy in our lead feature and also in our interview with buy
and build specialist John Fentener van Vlissingen.
Again in this issue we have chosen to concentrate on topics which show that, to pursue a profitable investment strategy, it is necessary to adopt a broad view of (international) economic and social developments. We asked Steve Muylle,
a professor at Vlerick Business School in Ghent, to share his views on the latest developments in (online) retail. We
grilled FibreMax entrepreneur Rinze van der Schuit on the subject of innovation. And we got NPM Healthcare partner
Diederik de Groot van Embden to outline the latest developments in the field of primary care. We also asked the CFOs
of some of our portfolio companies to comment on the changing role of the Chief Financial Officer and the often
symbiotic relationship between CFO and CEO.
Of course we have also devoted several pages to an enterprising culture bearer. This time we speak with Simon Reinink,
the current managing director of the Concertgebouw concert hall in Amsterdam, who describes a cultural landscape
that is becoming both increasingly rich and increasingly fragmented.
In our view, this issue of Capital offers a broad insight into the world of NPM, the world of the ‘intermediary investor’
responsible for delivering sustainable financial results. Growth capital with a mission is, and will continue to be, our
mission - in every respect.
On behalf of the NPM Capital Investment Team,

Jan Willem Baud
PS. This edition of Capital is also a portal to interesting online content. As a reader you can explore the subjects covered
on many of the pages in more depth through the Layar app, which can be downloaded free of charge. If, for example,
you point your smartphone at this page, you will automatically be directed to the NPM website.
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Lead feature Buy & Build

Buy & build: consolidating market position 		
			via add-on acquisitions

Integration is
key to success
It is not easy to develop companies via acquisitions.
Most acquisitions fail to fulfil expectations. However,
add-on growth can be acquired safely as long as a
sound buy & build strategy is managed effectively
by an experienced management team. Investors are
thus becoming increasingly interested in the buy
and build approach.
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Big international companies have been
pursuing this approach for years. They build
and reinforce their market positions as a
result of the targeted acquisition of smaller
companies. Less prominent companies
are also involved in this serial acquisition
method. The fact that they have superior
knowledge of the market and have been
involved in acquisitions and integrations
over many years shows that their success rate
is very high.
These companies are also increasingly attracting the support of financiers who are keen
to embrace this relatively safe method of
acquisition. Now that private equity can no
longer be relied on to generate easy money
through financial leverage alone, returns on
investment must be primarily obtained as a
result of companies improving their performance. The realisation of synergies via acquisitions is an effective way of achieving this.
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Critical assessment

in the implementation of the strategy and

For the approach to work, the sector must

In recent years, private equity firms have

the integration of the acquired companies.

provide space for the consolidation that will

been investing increasing amounts of money

And it works! In my experience, professional

deliver added value. This added value can

in buy and build strategies. NPM Capital is

investors rarely commit to a poorly thought-

take many forms: revenue synergy from

one of the frontrunners in this area. Now-

out buy and build strategy.”

new clients, new markets or new products

adays, two-thirds of the capital provided by

or increased ‘pricing power’, but also cost
Knowledge and experience

synergies as a result of purchasing advanta-

ments by its existing portfolio companies.

Strong companies with a sound buy and

ges, a higher capacity utilisation rate, logistic

NPM finances a number of companies with

build strategy, however, are in short supply

efficiency or lower overheads. Or a combi-

distinct buy and build strategies in sectors

according to Bart Coopmans from NPM

nation of all of these things. The value of

that include health, the nutrition industry,

Capital. NPM is therefore critical and selective

the company may also increase as a result of

business services and internet retail and, over

when choosing growth companies. “The

access to new technology, increased profes-

the years, has gained extensive experience

strategy’s success is down to a good busi-

sionalism or expertise or due to the fact that

with this investment method.

ness case. Why would it be advantageous to

the company is more highly valued because

A critical assessment of the business case is

merge the respective companies? It is not

of its larger size.

vital according to Arie-Willem van Doorne,

purely a matter of growth, above all there



the firm is used to fund follow-on invest-

Why would it be advantageous to merge the
respective companies?
It is not purely a matter of growth, above all
there has to be value creation
partner and managing director of BCG, a

has to be value creation. Our first question,

Shapes and sizes

management consulting firm that regular-

therefore, concerns what revenue synergies,

The dynamics and complexity differ con-

ly provides advice on this type of process.

cost advantages, innovations or economies

siderably not only from one industry to

His team investigates the strengths of the

of scale will create value and what degree of

another but also in each situation. Continen-

companies that are to serve as the platform

certainty there is that these can actually be

tal Bakeries (second box article) is pursuing

for the buy and build strategy, the quality of

achieved.”

a buy and build strategy in the food indus-

the potential acquisition candidates and the

If the rationale behind the strategy is suffi-

try. Manufacturers of private-label bakery

added value that must be provided as a result

ciently convincing, the investor’s next ques-

products need to operate on a certain scale

of the gradual acquisition programme. This

tion will be: why should I, as an investor,

in order to ‘hold their own’ when dealing

support helps clients sort the ‘wheat from

get involved with this management team?

with increasingly powerful suppliers and

the chaff’.

Coopmans continues: “The management

customers. This need led Continental Bakeries

“Private equity investors can function as

team must be capable of not only finding

to complete and integrate a series of acqui-

critical sparring partners for management,”

the acquisition candidate and negotiating a

sitions in the Netherlands and other coun-

says Van Doorne. “The investors can also

transaction, it must also be able to effective-

tries with a view to achieving cost benefits

contribute specific experience, particularly

ly integrate the acquired company. We have

and economies of scale.

when it comes to negotiating and finalising

to be convinced that the team has all of the

Kiwa (first box article) is pursuing a very

acquisition and financing transactions. As

necessary expertise and experience.”

different approach. The integration of dozens

shareholders and members of the Supervisory

Buy and build strategies are being success-

of acquisitions has enabled the inspection

Boards, investors remain actively involved

fully implemented in numerous sectors.

and certification company to expand from
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its niche in the drinking water and con-

of new technology. And the risks and

struction industries in the Netherlands to

requirements in a small niche market with

new market segments in the Netherlands

a limited number of acquisition candidates

and numerous other countries. The acquired

are very different from those in a broader

companies continue to operate reasonably

market where there are many players.”

independently and integration efforts focus

Van Doorne believes the timing and plan-

primarily on the commercial synergies de-

ning of the strategy are always essential

rived from the cross-selling of services.

factors. Consolidation gains momentum

“When conducting an assessment it is

through new technology and shifts in

important to bear in mind that buy and

power relations within the sector. Possibili-

build takes many forms and involves

ties for consolidation can also be enhanced

many phenomena,” says Van Doorne. “For

by systematic slowing of growth. “This

example, cost benefits can often be quanti-

kind of reverse approach creates the most

fied more accurately and reliably than antici-

promising opportunities in an illiquid

pated additional revenues or the possibilities

acquisitions market, where few players are

Kiwa
The deep-rooted desire to remain independent has

Shield, it also developed a position monitoring hazar-

changed Kiwa beyond all recognition according to

dous substances and legionella in residential and wor-

CEO Paul Hesselink. When he joined the company

king environments.

ten years ago, it was clear that the institute that speci-

The strategy really gathered steam, however, when the

alised in inspecting and testing water supply products

public drinking water companies were forced to sell off

(Keuringsinstituut Waterleidingartikelen (KIWA)), which

their private inspection company in 2006. Kiwa then

had formerly monopolised its niche market in the Ne-

fell into the hands of ABN Amro’s investment division

therlands, was likely to fall prey to a larger player in

and agreements that anticipated a gradual doubling

the rapidly consolidating industry. Company operations

of revenues over a period of five years were documen-

had to become leaner and much more customer-focussed. And in order to remain autonomous, Kiwa had
to undergo a rapid expansion process to achieve the
spread and scale required to survive and flourish within
the global testing, inspection and certification (TIC) market.

“Our acquisition
team is increasingly productive”

A buy and build strategy was thus born. A somewhat
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hesitant beginning was aided by a wealth of know-

ted in a strategic plan entitled ‘Kiwa Route 2010’. The

ledge and experience. In 2005, the company learned

targets were comfortably exceeded. In 2011, NPM

valuable lessons from the complex acquisition of the

Capital acquired this participation and signed up to a

Dutch gas inspection services company, Gastec. This

new strategic plan entitled ‘Route 2015’ which again

was followed by about thirty smaller acquisitions in

anticipated a doubling in revenues.

nine European countries. The acquisitions provided

“We have applied the same, consistent strategy for ten

access to inspection and certification in industries such

years,” says Hesselink. “But we are becoming increas-

as construction and transport, raw materials, agricultu-

ingly adept at implementing it.” In the first few years,

ral and nutrition, healthcare, safety, sustainability and

Kiwa acquired two or three small companies per year,

the environment. Under the flag of its sister-company

with an average turnover of one and a half million

capable of, or keen to, exploit opportuni-

with a reasonable degree of certainty, that

the identification of possible acquisition

ties for consolidation. Where this situation

the company you wish to acquire will act-

candidates is an important task for manage-

applies, private equity can help fund the

ually prove to be for sale. Ideally, the compa-

ment. Besides knowing the market and the

expansion of one of the stronger players.”

ny may have already held exploratory talks

competition and being able to evaluate the

or even have signed a letter of intent.”

strengths and weaknesses of the different

Suitable candidates

Even at that point, however, the acquisition

players, as an ‘insider’, the management is in

The key question is, which acquisitions will

may not take place so Coopmans advises

the best position to assess which combina-

lead to the realisation of added value within

always having a Plan B. “You have to be sure

tions will work and which will not.

the relevant growth scenario? And are there

that there are sufficient, viable alternatives.

If it progresses to acquisition talks, a tho-

suitable candidates out there? “This takes

Furthermore, you must also gather and

rough ‘due diligence’ investigation of the

more than just a wish-list,” says Coopmans

analyse the necessary commercial informa-

commercial, legal and financial merits of

from NPM. As a result of gaining thorough

tion and, once again, ensure that there is a

the transaction will have to be conducted.

knowledge regarding which companies are

genuine willingness to sell, either via direct

This process will be directed by the mana-

struggling or which shareholders wish to

contact or intermediaries.”

gement. At this point, the management can

sell their stake, you must be able to predict,

The development of a business case and

draw on the private equity firm’s experience

Revenue development at Kiwa
in M € 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013E 2014E 2015E
revenues 21

22

23

25

40

55

65

78

91

131

158

189

225

250

275+

euros and approximately fifteen staff. With the same

products to one another’s customers. Other than that,

amount of effort, the company now acquires five to ten

the companies we acquire retain a great deal of au-

companies, each of which have a turnover of around

tonomy.”

ten million and employ eighty people.

If Kiwa succeeds in generating revenues of over EUR

“You can avoid a lot of grief if you are well prepared

250 million in 2015, Hesselink believes that it must

and have an experienced team,” says Hesselink. “Se-

double its size yet again in order to guarantee its in-

lection gets easier as our knowledge of the market in-

dependence. The various, smaller niches of the TIC

creases and as we gain a higher-profile within the mar-

market, outside the inspection processes controlled by

ket; we regularly turn down companies that approach

the government and monopolies and large segments

us. We are also improving when it comes to estimating

such as automotive, shipping and industrial health and

risks and possible synergies and implementing the inte-

safety, are worth around EUR 15 billion. Kiwa is one of

gration process after the acquisition. When it comes to

the larger niche players. In order to achieve full cover-

integration, the most important lesson we have learned

age of the market, the company must reinforce its posi-

is to be very careful in how we manage expectations;

tion in a number of European countries and segments.

it is essential to be clear about your plans. At Kiwa,

Alongside existing offices in China, Peru and Turkey,

every integration process is different and this applies to

the company is planning to open another fifteen new

the degree of integration too. For us, the key principle

offices in the most important export regions so that it

is relatively simple: bookkeeping must conform to our

can certify both sides of the trade flow. “Our strategy

accounting policies and IT must convert to our platform.

is crystal clear,” says Hesselink. “It’s full steam ahead

Added value is then derived from selling one another’s

to ‘Route 2020’.”
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If you always acquire bigger

of uncertainty.”
He is also wary of doing too

companies, you may end up biting
off more than you can chew

much too soon when it comes
to the unpredictable nature of
transaction timing. “We believe
it is important to have a healthy
relationship between the size
of the company and the planned investments in expansion.
If you always acquire companies that are bigger than you

of managing transaction processes and

are, you may end up biting off more than

resolving financing issues.

you can chew.You run the same risk if you

Besides the strategic ‘fit’, price is also a

undertake too many transactions too soon.

deciding factor. The most attractive prospect

You need to devote time and attention to

is an acquisition that immediately increases

carefully managing transactions and provide

the acquiring company’s value because the

the space for the successful integration of

acquired activities are more highly valued

the acquired company.”

within the buyer’s company as part of a lar-

Effective integration is one of the more

ger successful enterprise. This is all the more

important success factors in any buy and

so if the larger company has experience

build strategy; the envisaged synergies must

with successfully integrating acquired com-

be realised when merging the relevant

panies. In addition to this value increase, the

companies. This can, however, go wrong.

synergies that can be realised between the

Research conducted by Deloitte and the

companies can be added.

University of Münster has shown that ‘post
merger integration’ failed to achieve the

12

Setbacks

anticipated added value in half of the cases.

While Coopmans insists on the solid

The ‘building’ aspect, it would seem, can

detailing of business cases and the strategic

prove even more difficult than ‘buying’.

possibilities of acquisitions, the planning

Dozens of potential setbacks are waiting just

and timing of acquisitions can be more

around the corner. There could be cultural

broadly indicated. “A company cannot bend

differences between the two companies

an acquisition transaction entirely to its will

or skeletons could be lurking in the closet.

so there is little point formulating precise

Combining the IT can also cause problems.

projections which in fact have a high level

Experienced managers in the acquired

company can unexpectedly jump ship and

pears, bananas and plums that you acquire

effectively managed. With each transaction,

the company’s clients can switch to the

while expanding your apple business requi-

the management team’s experience expands.

competitors. It is also easy to overestimate

re a disproportionate amount of time and

The routine that is created reinforces the

the future added value of new technology

attention,” warns Van Doorne. “This can

likelihood that the acquisition and integra-

or products.

seriously disrupt an integration process so

tion will run according to plan and without

you must examine it with a very critical eye.

any major incidents.

Practice makes perfect

Ideally, management will have already deter-

According to CEO Paul Hesselink, at Kiwa

Van Doorne also refers to the risk of ‘adja-

mined the available options for hiving off or

eight out of ten acquisitions fulfil the

cencies’; the acquisition of non-core acti-

phasing out adjacent activities.”

envisaged targets on time and in full. He

vities that can lead to significant problems

Within a series of acquisitions and integra-

believes that this high success rate is due

within a series of acquisitions. “All those

tions, however, the risks and setbacks can be

to his team’s routine. “The CFO and I are

Continental Bakeries
“One acquisition per
year is ideal”

In a sector that is dominated by family-run businesses, it takes
perseverance and patience to complete a transaction. “We have
been seeking to make an acquisition in Italy for eight years and I
have attended an inordinate amount of lunches but to no avail,”
says Van Henten with an air of resignation.
The right candidate must appear at precisely the right moment
because Continental Bakeries prefers to acquire just one com-

On the wall of Ruud van Henten’s office hangs a large over-

pany a year. “If two acquisitions come along that will integrate

view of European food retailers. The CEO of Continental Baker-

seamlessly into our company, we wouldn’t let them pass us by.

ies, manufacturer of private-label biscuit and bread substitutes,

However, our basic principle is to focus on one successful inte-

follows his demanding customers very closely. They are large

gration each year.

companies, have strong negotiating skills when it comes to

In the weeks leading up to the transaction taking place and im-

price and set high standards in terms of product quality, sustain-

mediately thereafter it is ‘all hands on deck’ as there must be

ability and innovation and the size of the range. They also wish

intensive communication with the personnel and managers within

to be served throughout Europe.

the acquired company. Purchasing advantages and savings on

In order to survive, you have to be big. With continuous product

overheads can then be realised reasonably quickly and it is also

improvement and renewal, a robust sales system and efficient

relatively easy to optimise the acquired factory facilities. Inte-

factories, the company is aiming for organic growth of 5% per

gration or relocation of production capacity, however, is a long-

year; two and half times the market rate. In addition to this, ac-

term task and it often takes up to nine months to integrate IT and

quisitions are vital in order to achieve the desired scale. Since

administration. It can take even longer before the sales depart-

Continental Bakeries, with the backing of shareholder NPM

ment considers the acquired company’s products as an integral

Capital, implemented its buy and build strategy in 2006, it has

part of its portfolio and makes full use of their sales potential.

acquired four companies and turnover has doubled to EUR 345

The buy and build plan cannot be forced. Last year, the Nether-

million.

lands Competition Authority (NMa) ruled out the acquisition of

Van Henten is well aware of the fact that, in the fragmented bis-

rusk manufacturer Bolletje. Van Henten is still angry about this

cuit and bread replacement market, suitable acquisition candid-

decision. “While our suppliers and customers are able to pursue

ates are hard to come by. “We set high requirements. It must be

their expansion plans in Europe to their hearts’ content, we are

a healthy company, particularly in new countries, and have a

reined in because competition might be limited in one small seg-

good management team. The company must offer commercial

ment of the Dutch market.”

synergies with products that will reinforce our market position.

The company continues to set its sights on consolidated revenues

There also has to be room for growth and innovation and op-

of EUR 1 billion and an improvement in its margin consistent with

portunities for cost synergies in terms of purchasing, production

operation on this scale. It is now on the lookout for acquisition

and overheads.”

number five - preferably a somewhat larger company. “Because,”

After a thorough investigation of the European market, Con-

continues Van Henten, “a large acquisition worth EUR 150 mil-

tinental Bakeries drew up a ‘long list’ of a few dozen suitable

lion will enable us to progress more quickly than one worth EUR

companies. Needless to say, not all of these were for sale.

50 million. Even though both involve a similar amount of effort.”
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All those pears, bananas and
plums that you acquire while
expanding your apple business
require a disproportionate
amount of time and attention

the permanent members of the acquisition

smaller role in financing acquisitions than

team. In the run up to the acquisition, we

was the case pre-2008 and they now insist

can also call upon the expertise of a number

on a much more conservative ratio between

of our operational managers, IT specialists,

bank debt and shareholders’ equity,” says

commercial people, HR managers and other

Coopmans. “Much like us, however, they see

experts. They each know exactly what they

a good buy and build scenario as a much

have to look out for, where the pitfalls lie

less risky strategy within the acquisitions

and how they can be avoided.”

market. In our experience, the banks tend
to be willing to cooperate in financing the

Flexible financing

business cases that we present to them.”

The shareholder is expected to play an ac-

Investors who secure bank funding to help

tive and involved role as a sparring partner

finance a company during its growth phase

and process monitor during the period of

have another chance to prove their worth

expansion in any buy and build strategy.

when it comes to financing acquisitions.

Besides this, he also functions as the linch-

“Investors excel at valuation and deal-

pin in the flexible financing context requi-

making,” says Van Doorne. “They are often

red by the growth scenario. It is impossi-

creative in terms of constructing earn-out

ble to predict, in advance, when specific

schemes, share-swaps or combinations

acquisitions will be realised. So when an

thereof and are very good at coming up

opportunity does present itself, it is neces-

with appropriate management incentives in

sary to examine what the platform company

order to support for the company’s growth

can finance from its own cash flow and

ambitions. They can also operate swiftly in

whether and how much additional capital

negotiations and setting up financing. Just

is required.

like management teams, investors can also

Reluctance on the part of the banks to

excel when it comes to buy and build.

extend credit has not made the financing
of acquisitions any easier over the past five
years. “In general, banks prefer to play a

14

Opinion

Connect with Farid Tabarki with

Do not miss the boat
“May you live in interesting times!” In
China, this is what you say to someone
when you wish them the worst possible
fate. The challenges faced by today’s
investors might well be conceived in
these terms. For what do you do with
your money when there is no point putting it in a bank because the return is so
low, and the proverbial saying that ‘past
success is no guarantee of future success’
has proved all too true? Billions have
evaporated. There is widespread uncertainty. We are clearly living in interesting
times.
Yet it is possible to identify a few interesting and promising trends that enable affluent individuals to do
something useful with their money while also gaining something in return. One of these trends is to
donate small amounts of money and ask nothing in
return other than the satisfaction of contributing to a
worthy cause and gaining access to a group of front
runners. Kickstarter.com is a good example of this

users who post reviews and ratings. Who would pass
up the opportunity to take advantage of so much free
capital?
Crowd funding has long since evolved beyond simply
being a springboard for creative types who want to
fund a vanity project. The same approach is increasingly being adopted by those intent on financial
gain. One of the companies in the Henderson group
has acquired the FundTheGap website in line with

Farid Tabarki
is founder and
director of
Studio Zeitgeist.
He works as a
columnist for
the Dutch Financial Times and
BNR Newsradio
and was voted
Trendwatcher of
the Year 2012 –
2013.

its strategy of moving from traditional and offline
to innovative and online. The people at Henderson
have understood that large funds are losing their
traditional role as investors in giants through or outside the stock market. Transaction costs remain high
and affluent investors with little time on their hands
find it easier to keep a finger on the pulse through
technology and social media. Besides, they also want
their investments to reflect values that are aligned
with their feelings, preferences and lifestyle choices.
Technological developments will continue to be
important in the years to come. As well as being

trend. The members of this crowd funding network are

attractive as stand-alone investments – especially if

surprisingly young: most are in their twenties and

‘sharing’ is a core concept of the technology, they

early-thirties. They have money to spare and want to

also make investing and donating money more

do something exciting with it. So they help fund the

transparent and straightforward.

development of games, the production of films and

Kickstarter and Indiegogo are both good examples.

other creative projects. There’s no hint of charity.

At the moment the emphasis is on campaigns that
rely on contributions from generous donors who do

For those who prefer a more traditional approach to

not expect to see a return on their money. This does

value creation, there are other possibilities. In this

not always have to be the case. There will be new

case the key word is ‘sharing’. The community market-

opportunities to engage in new forms of participation

place Airbnb.com is a good example. The website

in companies of all sizes. Corporations are already

makes it easy for homeowners to rent out a vacant

popping up like mushrooms and small companies in

room or apartment. Hotel chains and travel agents

poor countries are producing enormous returns for

are losing their foothold as intermediaries now that

investors in the North through investment websites.

people are finding ways of doing business on a small
scale for very low transaction costs. The platform

When are these trends likely to reach full maturity clo-

through which individuals let and rent property

ser to home? In the near future venture capitalists of all

is an interesting investment opportunity for venture

ages will choose to invest small amounts of money in

capitalists. The value generated by the platform is

promising companies through ingenious online plat-

significantly increased by the active involvement of

forms. It would be a good idea not to miss the boat.
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Innovation

The
inventor
Companies that fail to innovate are unlikely
to survive. Yet many companies struggle
with the process of innovation and usually
settle for incremental improvements in
existing products and services. MBA programmes claim to address this need and
offer expensive courses on corporate innovation management. Whether these courses
do anything to help is highly debatable,
says Rinze van der Schuit, CEO of FibreMax,
a company that manufactures lightweight
precision cables. “People who concentrate
on problem solving rarely become innovators.”
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Learn more about FibreMax with
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Innovation

Rinze van der Schuit speaks very quickly. He also

produces ‘super cables’ that are lighter, stronger,

thinks quickly and acts quickly. And being a former

more durable and more sustainable than traditional

world sailing champion, he is also known for his

steel cables. Van der Schuit developed the innova-

speed on the water – though finding time to go

tive ‘endless winding’ technology used to make

sailing has been difficult in recent years. But, most

the cables. A robot winds ‘super fibres’, such as

importantly, he is quick to come up with solutions

Twaron and Dyneema, hundreds of times, main-

to problems and his solutions are so innovative that

taining a constant and equal tension with almost
absolute accuracy until the desired break strength

If you never make a mistake,
you’re not trying hard enough

is reached. The cables, which can be anything
up to 5,000 metres long, are 80 to 90% lighter
and 10% thinner than steel cables with the same
break strength. The lack of friction between the
fibres within the sealed cable means that the cable

they change the rules of the game in the corres-

requires no maintenance and lasts much longer.

ponding sectors and industries.

FibreMax is the only company in the world capable of winding durable and sustainable synthetic

Van der Schuit is an inventor. The word might

cables that can compete with steel cables in heavy

conjure up the image of a Gyro Gearloose type – a

industry.

brilliant individual who is not completely connec-
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ted, but nothing could be less true of Rinze van

Many companies regard innovation as a sacred imperative. Is that

der Schuit. Having built Cabin Air Group into the

how it works?

European market leader in the production of filters,

“There’s no such thing as forced innovation. In my

he sold the company and spent the next ten years

experience, you rarely invent something that you

building another successful business. FibreMax

set out to develop. Innovation tends to occur at

the interfaces between different technologies and

maybe several innovations if you’re lucky. We’ve

applications. LED light bulbs are a good example:

been developing our cable for years, and we have

LEDs had been around for years, but they were

since incorporated three significant innovations

only used in the computer industry. It was only

in our product that are unique in the world. This

when someone came up with the idea of perfec-

happens as part of the process. We don’t sit around

ting and bundling LEDs that the lighting industry

idly wondering what to do next.”

sat up and took notice.”
It sounds as if innovation requires long-term commitment …
What do you see as the essence of innovation?

“It does. That’s actually one of the factors that

“Firstly, the ability to innovate is a gift possessed by

safeguard our innovations. Multinationals will find

those who think in terms of solutions. Their voca-

it difficult to replicate the technology, because

bulary doesn’t include the phrase ‘Yes, but …’ Con-

besides knowledge, it also takes perseverance, will

straint thinkers never become innovators. But there’s

power, determination to make it happen and cour-

also another factor: to create a successful innovation

age: you have to be willing to stick your neck out.

you have to roll up your sleeves. There are thinkers

Their budget might be ten times larger than ours,

and there are doers. Successful innovators are

but ten managers have to agree on how to allocate

usually doers. The process starts with an idea, but

the budget. It also requires tremendous leader-

this is often followed by a long period of trial and

ship to get everyone to pull in the same direction,

error. You can try to work things out theoretically,

especially if it takes years before you see results.

or you can roll up your sleeves and get going. You

You also have to be highly adaptable throughout

might fall on your face ten times, but the result

the process. Innovation doesn’t happen in a straight

will be more tangible and closer to reality. It is very

line. It’s a bit like sailing into the wind: you have

unlikely that it will work first time. The process

to keep adjusting your alignment in order to move

of trial and error is the source of innovation, or

forward.”
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Is there such a thing as an innovative working environment or business culture?

isolation. We don’t even collaborate with Delft University of Tech-

“I tend to see innovation as a state of mind. But it can be encou-

nology. They send us final-year students, but we don’t allow them

raged by a conducive environment. If I’m under constant pressure

into the factory.”

all day long and have a full agenda I’m unlikely to come up with
creative ideas. You need to have a clear mind so ideas can arise of

How can the Netherlands as a whole become more innovative? Do you think the top

their own accord. In the US many IT companies try to induce the

sector policy helps?

right mindset by setting up colourful and whimsical interiors with

“The idea that it’s possible to identify sectors in which the

toys in the corridors: they use the most bizarre things to inspire

Netherlands is supposed to be creative as a matter of policy is,

creativity in people. Those kinds of companies rely primarily on

of course, nonsense. You can pull on the grass all you like, but

creativity. I don’t need gadgets to stimulate creativity. I go out on

it won’t make it grow any faster. Innovation can’t be forced. The

the water to clear my head.”

existence or non-existence of a top sector policy won’t make any
difference. Innovation happens when the time is ripe and when

Large companies often ‘outsource’ innovation to their R&D department.Why is that?

the right group of people come together. To me, it makes more

Aren’t innovations just as likely to be created on the shop floor?

sense to subsidise small creative knowledge institutions, such as

“If you want to create something really innovative you have to

Wetsus here in Leeuwarden, which is a groundbreaking and inter-

do something radically different from everyone else. This kind

nationally recognised centre of excellence for sustainable water

of approach is not compatible with the ‘reward for performance’

technology. A few years ago I took part in a small ‘inventors club’

culture that exists in many large companies. This culture does not

here in the Northern Netherlands. The members of the club were

condone mistakes. Yet it is impossible to innovate without making

all eccentric individuals who had all invented something in their

mistakes. Hockey coach Marc Lammers once said, ‘In my book, if

own area of expertise. Every two or three months we conducted a

you never make a mistake, you’re not trying hard enough.’ I wel-

brainstorming session on a case presented by one of the members

come mistakes because they make us go the extra mile. Employees

in exchange for a decent meal and a glass of fine wine. Between

sometimes make mistakes that cost a great deal of money, but I

us we invented some remarkable solutions because people from

never penalise them for it. I prefer to see them make mistakes over

totally different disciplines were thinking way outside the box on

doing everything on automatic pilot without thinking about any-

a problem that had been clearly defined. That’s a successful model

thing. That’s why large companies tend to separate innovation from

for innovation.”

the production process. They move it outside the building, where
there’s a different culture. Yet it’s interesting to note that we’ve had
discussions with people from various large multinationals in China
and Japan that wanted to acquire our company. And they all said
the same thing: ‘We’ll own the company, but we’ll leave you here
in Joure and we’ll leave your identity and corporate culture totally
intact. Because we know that if we impose our Japanese style of

The human factor
More than ten international companies have expressed

management, the company will lose its edge and then it’s as good

an interest in acquiring FibreMax in recent years. But

as dead.’ That’s something they’ve learnt.”

Rinze van der Schuit chose not to respond to any of
these offers, even though some of them were extremely

What’s your take on the phenomenon of ‘open innovation’ - developing innovation in
partnership with suppliers and/or clients?
“That’s a difficult one. In theory it makes sense that the more

lucrative. As an entrepreneur, he wanted to continue to
determine the direction of the company and to keep

support there is for a process, the faster it will progress. But, in

doing things that had never been done before.” When

practice, the speed of the innovation process largely depends on

FibreMax needed capital to achieve the next phase in

the nature of your company and the market in which you operate,

its growth, the firm looked for private investors and

among other factors. So, on balance, I think it’s better for open
innovation to be pursued by knowledge institutes and non-profit

eventually accepted an offer from NPM Capital. Van

organisations. To be quite frank, I have never shared knowledge

der Schuit: “As a headstrong company we feel a

with anyone at any point in the process. It can be tempting to ask

natural affinity with NPM. Though we had better offers

someone to help you resolve a particular problem, but you can’t

in terms of money, the sense of alignment wasn’t as

do that without revealing something about your invention, and

strong anywhere else. The people at NPM Capital

that’s risky. Having said that, before we could start producing our
cables, first we had to invent and build the machine used to make

identify with our passion and long-term goals and

them. Obviously we worked very closely with the company that

genuinely engage with us in pursuing growth and

helped us build the machine. But other than that we operate in

innovation.”
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Why we a company that makes
invest in… private label food bars
Rutger Ruigrok

VSI is the European market leader in the production
of functional food bars. The Leerdam-based company develops and manufactures high-quality nutrition bars that aid in healthy weight management
and sports nutrition, among other things. When we
were offered the opportunity to acquire a majority
interest in the company, we were aware that many
food product manufacturers were experiencing serious
difficulties and struggling with ingredient cost increases that could not be passed on to customers. Yet
we saw (and continue to see) considerable growth
potential for VSI.

Secondly, VSI possesses unique R&D expertise and process know-how

Firstly, the company operates in a rapidly evolving market. And over the

Ideal business partner

last ten years it has proved itself capable of managing rapid growth. The

Reference to ‘the various European markets’ is deliberate, for, unlike the

European market for functional food bars is still relatively young and

American food bar market, the European market is extremely fragmented.

has grown by approximately 10% in recent years. Consumers are now

This is largely due to the wide variety of culinary traditions and eating

increasingly seeking food products that help them achieve their fitness,

habits in Europe. VSI is also well equipped to respond to these market

weight loss or health improvement goals – products they can simply

dynamics: the company’s manufacturing process is exceptionally flexi-

take with them and consume on the go. As an investor we expect to

ble and can produce products in batches of 15,000 and upwards on

see steady growth in consumer demand for functional food bars that

five production lines. In other words, VSI is the perfect sparring partner

meet these needs in years to come. An effective collaboration model

for both smaller brand owners in emerging markets, such as Poland,

has enabled VSI to grow faster than the market and the company has

and larger clients in more mature markets, such as Sweden.

and uses these assets to enable clients (so-called ‘brand owners’) to
introduce dozens of new customerspecific products and formulas
in their various markets every year. These brand owners have essentially outsourced their R&D activities to VSI. While many other food bar
manufacturers derive their competitive edge from large production
batches and low cost prices, VSI gains market share with its innovative
capability and high product quality. The company has even been asked
to develop new products for the more mature market in the United
States. NPM will be happy to support the company’s growth and is
willing to provide additional growth capital. But for the next few years
VSI will concentrate on meeting the needs of its fast-growing clients in
the various European markets.

recently doubled its manufacturing capacity in order to maintain this
growth rate.

As a major shareholder we are helping VSI step into the next phase of
its life cycle. Having started out as a small business that has since seen
rapid expansion, the company is now ready to transition from a medium-sized business to a large enterprise. This requires long-term commitment. Our willingness to make such a commitment was one of the
reasons why we were welcomed as a shareholder. We consider VSI to
be one of the jewels of the Dutch food industry. So, besides providing
capital, we are more than happy to contribute strategic knowledge and
experience to help the company achieve its ambitious growth plans.

Rutger Ruigrok is the NPM
Capital Investment Team
Member responsible for VSI.
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Finance &
control

Finance & control cannot
be separated from the rest
of the organization
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Read more about Vanderlande Industries and Continental Bakeries with

From scorekeeper to
business
partner
Today’s CFOs are required to be more widely involved
and to embrace a broader definition of their role

Herman Molenaar of Vanderlande Industries was recently presented with the
CFO Award 2013. The jury was particularly impressed by Molenaar’s ‘broad
interpretation of the finance function’. The jury report makes it clear that views
on the role of the Chief Financial Officer are changing. More demanding
requirements are expanding the parameters of the position. In addition to
overseeing accounting and monitoring internal controls, CFOs now have to
actively contribute to strategy development and support operations. In other
words, rather than simply accounting for financial results, today’s CFOs have
to account for the development of the company.
The report issued by the jury of the CFO Award spells out what is

interpretation of the role was further confirmed by the presentation

expected of the finance director of a large company in 2013. There

of a ‘Special Achievement Award’ to CFO Bert Groenewegen for his

is no mention of cost control, though this is undoubtedly one of

contribution to the formation and flotation of Ziggo. The jury also

the concerns of the average CFO these days. Instead, the jury places

praised Groenewegen for possessing ‘a broad view that goes beyond

the emphasis on the role the ‘finance executive’ plays in the strategic

finance’.

development of the company and in cooperating with and supporting the other functions within the company.

More exacting requirements

Herman Molenaar was praised for stimulating innovation and con-

The broader definition of the role appears to be a reaction over-empha-

tinuing to invest in R&D in a year of crisis. The jury also apprecia-

sizing on shareholder value, various accounting scandals and the

ted Molenaar’s decision to maintain a strong balance sheet, with a

introduction of more stringent corporate governance standards. These

high equity ratio and no debt. Recognition of the value of a broader

standards impose rigorous requirements with regard to finance and
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Actualiteit

CFOs have to be good observers
and good listeners

control, for which the CFO is primarily responsible. In the United

an important role to play in this respect. If he doesn’t, who will?”

States the CFO is even required to co-sign for the accuracy of the
company’s financial statements together with the CEO and may be

Not two distinct areas of expertise

prosecuted if the accounting is found to be inadequate.

More demanding requirements have made the role of CFO more

Accountability is not limited to the financial results. The top financial

prominent. In many companies the board member responsible

executive is also held accountable for compliance with governance

for finance now serves as the CEO’s right hand man (or woman).

codes and regulations on working conditions and corporate respon-

Together they represent the company both internally and external-

sibility, and that the business practices being accounted for are

ly as a two-man team. And it is now increasingly common for com-

socially acceptable.

panies to make this explicit by appointing an executive board con-

For a long time the control aspect of the CFO’s role focused heavily

sisting of the CEO and CFO, and a second-tier management team

on accounting for profitability and shareholder value. This was espe-

that represents the company’s operational and corporate functions.

cially true in the case of listed companies. The emphasis has since

The top executive function and the top financial function are not

shifted to the continuity and development of the company. In other

two separate areas of expertise but logical extensions of each other.

words, CFOs are now closely involved in developing and imple-

There are plenty of prominent examples: Jan Hommen went from

menting strategy and facilitating, monitoring and evaluating the

being CFO at Philips to being CEO of ING. Peter Voser performed

performance of other functions within the company.

both functions at Shell. Paul Polman served as CFO of Nestlé prior
to being appointed as CEO of its competitor Unilever and Peter

Active involvement and support

Wennink switched from one role to the other at ASML.

“The broadening of the role is a logical consequence of the intro-

However, this does not mean that a good CFO will automatically

duction of more rigorous control practices,” says Max Timmer, CFO

make a good CEO. Timmer and Molenaar are unanimous on this.

of Continental Bakeries. “If you are responsible for providing assu-

They both believe that it largely depends on the nature of the com-

rance that a company is in control of its processes, you have to be

pany and where the company is in its lifecycle. It also depends on

actively involved in monitoring and reporting on the daily running

factors such as personality, abilities and preferences. The way the

of the company. CFOs have to be good observers and good listeners.

CEO and CFO work together, the way they perform their roles and

They must be able to help solve any problems that arise. And this

what is required of them in their respective roles are also determi-

applies to all aspects of the company’s finance organisation. Simply

ning factors.

keeping records of financial data is no longer enough.” Molenaar sha-

“Broad experience is an asset,” says Timmer. He speaks from expe-

res this view. “Finance and control cannot be separated from the rest

rience, having served as production and logistics manager and as

of the organisation: they are meant to actively support the sales and

interim CEO. “It gives you a different perspective. You understand

operations functions. Rather than simply acting as a scorekeeper, the

the problems faced by managers in different functions within the

CFO has to be a business partner.”

company.” “Understanding forms the basis for successful coopera-

Having assumed this more comprehensive responsibility, Molenaar

tion. This then enables the CFO to perform the role of monitoring

is a firm advocate of investment in research and development. “The

compliance with finance and governance standards more effective-

moment you stop investing in people and product development, the

ly,” says Molenaar. “In order to be able to hold people accountable,

company starts to lose its edge,” he says. “The CFO has to make ongoing

first you have to make mutually acceptable agreements.”

investment top priority in good times and bad.” Molenaar believes
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a company should devote all of its time and attention to things that

Social expectations

increase customer value and ensure business continuity. “Borrowing

Can the broader role of the CFO and the position into which the

to finance a leveraged transaction might undermine business con-

role has evolved now be consolidated? Herman Molenaar would be

tinuity. It is not the case that things only ever get better. The CFO has

delighted if this were the case, for it would introduce a welcome

period of stability. But he does not foresee any immediate hope of
stability. “At the moment we are printing money at full speed. This
could lead to very high inflation, which will play out very differently in different economies. So CFOs have their hands full. It will also
introduce another set of requirements that apply to the role.”
“The role will also become more difficult as social expectations
continue to escalate,” says Max Timmer. “I think the outside world
will impose more demanding requirements, because it will want to
see more explicit accounting, which provides reliable assurance that
all aspects of a company’s operations are sound. In other words, I
anticipate that CFOs will increasingly be required to account more
rigorously for risk management, corporate social responsibility and
sustainability, or for the way in which, and the extent to which, the
company pays tax. So things are not likely to get any easier in the
near future.”

The top executive
function and the top
financial function are
not two separate
areas of expertise
but logical extensions of each other
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The capital of ... United Arab Emirates
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Watch a documentary on the rise of Abu Dhabi with

Abu Dhabi
Abu Dhabi (Arabic:

) is

the capital of the United Arab
Emirates and the largest of the
seven emirates that make up
the United Arab Emirates. The
majority of Abu Dhabi’s more
than one million inhabitants
are expatriates from countries
such as India, Pakistan, Egypt,
Bangladesh, the Philippines
and various Arab nations. Abu
Dhabi is the richest of the
seven emirates. It has a highly
industrialised economy and is
one of the most highly
developed countries in the
world in terms of development
indicators such as the HDI and
GNP. Oil and gas production
have played a major role in its
economy since it began
exporting oil in 1962. However,
there has been more economic
diversification in recent years,
with significant growth in the
high-end tourism and international finance sectors. Abu
Dhabi’s overseas investments,
estimated to be worth a total of
approximately 360 billion
dollars, are managed by the
Abu Dhabi Investment
Authority (ADIA).
Umm Al Nar, Abu Dhabi. Photo: Evo Flash
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The
Game
Changers
Recent findings by global market research firm Mintel indicate that European online retail sales are set to double
over the next five years to 323 billion euros by 2018.
While Germany, France and the UK may be the largest
markets in terms of size, e-commerce growth figures are
above average in the Netherlands. What will be the
most important trends over the next few years? Steve
Muylle, Professor of Marketing and Digital Strategy at
Vlerick Business School, identifies ten `game changers’.
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Hello bank! doesn’t have any offices: it simply promotes its services through a website.
There is no transactional functionality.
Customers manage their current account
and underlying savings account directly via
the Hello bank! app. The mobile bank also
competes directly with conventional banks
by offering additional services such as

The European expansion of global market

‘Showrooming’

insurance. A ‘freemium’ concept has been
developed for this purpose: basic services

The term coined by The Wall Street Journal

are provided free of charge, additional ser-

leader Amazon.com

refers a new phenomenon in consumer

vices have to be paid for. (This ensures that

behaviour: viewing and possibly gaining

the mobile offering does not cannibalise

American online retail giant Amazon.com

information about a product in a brick-

the existing offering.)

– one of the fastest growing companies

and-mortar store, then buying the pro-

in the world – is expected to double

duct at a more competitive price from

its European market share in the next

an online retailer. This development

three to four years. Though Amazon only

represents a serious threat to retailers of

has five dedicated country websites in

all sizes. Large chains are increasingly

Europe, it is already one of the top three

endeavouring to protect themselves

customers of multinationals such as Phi-

against it by forcing manufacturers to

lips and Procter & Gamble. The company

supply them with a differentiated offer-

has long since expanded beyond books

ing: such a particular television that is

and CDs and now sells a comprehensive

not available online, but can only be

assortment of goods that ranges from

purchased from the chain in question.

disposable nappies to 3D printers. It also

Large manufacturers such as Philips will

offers an unprecedentedly rich and ad-

have to adapt their value proposition for

Retailers are increasingly seeking ways

vanced spectrum of online services that

retailers and their production and distri-

to differentiate the pricing of products

encompasses (facilitation of) the search

bution processes in order to be able to

offered online and presented in store. The

process, competitive pricing, payment,

meet these requirements.

ubiquitous ‘package deal’, which includes

Online and ofﬂine
pricing

delivery and customer service. Further-

the product itself (a television) and related

more, several surveys have shown that

services (delivery, installation and trouble

consumers are increasingly willing to

shooting), is outdated these days. The price

order goods from online retailers based

offered online is the lowest price. Customers

in other countries, as long as the website

then have the option of purchasing a separate

is in English. If Amazon.com seriously

service pack. Those who live next to a han-

decides to move in on the European

dyman can forego the latter.

market, it will have a major impact on
the business cases of smaller advanced
local suppliers.

Mobile retail
The development from ‘bricks and
mortar’ to ‘clicks and mortar’ to ‘clicks
only’ is about to enter its next phase:
‘mobile only’. BNP Paribas Fortis in Belgium recently launched Hello bank!, the
first mobile bank to only offers its services through smartphones and tablets.
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consumers user and expert reviews, so they

of Twitter with almost 300 million active

can learn more about a product before they

users. The cars were available at a price of

buy.

20,728 dollars apiece and sold out in less
than eight hours. Chinese mobile phone
company, Xiaomi, sold 50,000 smartphones
in five minutes (!) through the same
platform. 1.3 million potential customers
attempted to reserve one of the phones. The

Big data analytics

promotion generated 810,000 comments
and was forwarded 2.33 million times.

Big data analytics are processes used to
analyse massive volumes of data to monitor
trends. Big data analytics can be used to
identify patterns (such as the fact that
consumers are more likely to purchase a

Augmented reality

new television three days before the start

Smartphones and tablets introduce the

of the World Cup). Analytics can also very

possibility of projecting a ‘layer’ onto reali-

accurately predict consumer behaviour

ty. While in the past you might have looked

and even future price developments. This

through the IKEA catalogue to find a chair

makes it possible to monitor the degree

you liked, the IKEA app now allows you to

of price sensitivity at a certain time, on a

project an image of the chair on your living

certain day, in relation to a certain category

room to see if it fits and which colour will

of products in a certain market segment,

work best with your sofa. More general-

while also tracking the price charged by

ly, suppliers will use apps to emotionally

the competition. Amazon.com is already

enrich their offering, by offering an insight

making full use of so-called ‘robo-pricing’:

into their (transparent and sustainable)

Social media platforms will also play an im-

the online retailer no longer charges a

production process or the world of other

portant role in customer service. Dell custom-

set price for certain products, but alters

users for example.

ers who are experiencing a problem can

the price from one day to the next and

upload a video of the problem (‘Ask Raf’).

sometimes even from one hour to the next.

The company then produces a solution in

Hence on Black Friday (the Friday after

the form of an instruction video. Dell has

Thanksgiving, which marks the begin-

since created a whole video library for the

ning of the Christmas shopping season)

Dell user community. Many suppliers also

a flat screen television might cost $ 300

offer ‘configurators’, ‘buying guides’ and

less than it did a few days earlier. Big data

special apps that help potential customers

analytics have also resulted in the develop-

make the right decision when buying online.

ment of new business models. American

Television manufacturer Sharp recently

price-prediction website Decide.com offers

released an app that can measure whether

consumers the option of subscribing to so-

a certain television will fit where the buyer

called ‘price guarantees’. The company has

plans to install it.

access to such massive quantities of data

Social commerce

and uses such advanced algorithms that it
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Decision support

can predict the date on which a particular

Social media platforms (such as Twitter and

retailer will sell a particular television at a

Facebook) are increasingly being used to

particular price. Consumers can sign up to

sell products with alternative methods of

qualify for the predicted price. If the televi-

payment. The potential reach of this approach

sion retails at a lower price within the next

is already being demonstrated in China,

two weeks, Decide.com pays the difference.

where Mercedes-Benz recently sold 666

But with a prediction accuracy rate of 83%

limited-edition ‘Year of the Snake’ Smart

this rarely happens. Decide.com also offers

cars through Sina Weibo, a local version

Learn more about Muylle’s vision with

Customer collaboration
Sport shoe manufacturer Nike regularly
launches public design competitions. The
person who uploads the best new trainer
design not only gets to see top basket
basketball Kobe Bryant playing in their
trainers, but is also the only other person
in the stadium wearing the same trainers.
Nike can choose from thousands of high
quality product designs every year, and a
significant number reach the production
phase. The enormous engagement of the
Nike online community is an added bonus.

Steve Muylle
Steve Muylle is partner and professor at Vlerick Business School and
chairs the Competence Centre Marketing and Sales. Muylle is a Supervisory Board Member and, on the recommendation of NPM Capital,
board member at Belgische Distributiedienst. He is also Professor
of B2B Marketing at Ghent University and serves as independent
director on corporate boards. Muylle’s research focuses on digital

Pull & push location
based services
Because mobile devices are equipped with
GPS technology, apps will increasingly tie
in with the user’s unique location. The user
will be able to see where a certain product
is on offer and where a certain office is situated (‘pull’), and will be able to indicate
that they want certain offers to be ‘pushed’
through to their smartphone when they

strategy and industrial marketing and has led him to work with leading
companies such as Cisco, Dow Corning Corporation, Merck Sharp &
Dohme, Milliken and Procter & Gamble. His research findings have
been published in prestigious scientific journals, such as the MIT Sloan
Management Review. Muylle conducts research and teaches in Europe
and the US and frequently serves as a marketing and e-business expert
in executive education programmes for leading multinationals such as
3M, BNP Paribas Fortis, DSM and Philips.

walk past a certain store. The interaction
between online and offline will be highly
dynamic and this will be further accelerated by new devices such as Google Glass
and other so-called ‘wearables’.
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‘Stick
to your
plan!’
‘Buy and build’ according to
John Fentener van Vlissingen
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plan
“I started out in 1975 with a seed capital of
40,000 dollars, two employees and a business
plan written on half a page of A4. The business
plan said we would concentrate on sectors of
the service industry that were ripe for consolidation where technology was still in its infancy.
We always stuck to that plan. I didn’t have an
ultimate aim in mind. I certainly didn’t foresee
the creation of the company that would become BCD Holdings. It happened in phases. We
started out as a travel agent that specialised in
organising business trips to the southeast of the
United States. At that point our ambition was
simply to become one of the top ten companies in that region. We planned to achieve this
through a combination of organic growth and
acquisitions, and it wasn’t long before we fulfilled that ambition. We then set our sights on
covering the whole of the United States. “The
opportunity to acquire a loss-making competitor twice our size enabled us to achieve our
goal sooner than we expected.” We suddenly
found ourselves among the top five travel agents
serving the American market and quickly realised that large customers wanted global services.
This led to further acquisitions. The rest, as they
say, is history. The scale and aim of our operation changed from one phase to the next, but the
essence of our business plan always remained
the same. We stayed ahead of the consolidation
curve through advances in technology and by
securing purchasing benefits. These were the
driving principles behind every step we took.”

opportunities

When it comes to buy and build John Fentener
van Vlissingen is a veteran. He spent more than
thirty years pursuing a ‘string of pearls’ strategy,
acquiring companies of various sizes, and built
BcD Holdings into the global market leader in
the travel industry. Here the entrepreneur who
excels at building companies explains the seven
key ingredients in his recipe for success.
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“You never know where your plan is going to take
you, because it’s impossible to foresee what opportunities will arise. In the second half of the 1980s we
acquired airport parking operator Park ‘N Fly. As part
of a parallel buy and build scenario we turned it into
an online airport parking service that operates at all
of the main US airports, in some cases as the owner
of the parking facility, but in most cases as a technical
service provider and manager. The acquisition of
Rottink Reizen was the springboard for our expansion into the European business travel market. With
it came a tourist travel company that we built into
VakantieXperts. We acquired an interest in Vliegwinkel.nl, which, through a series mergers and acquisitions, evolved into Travix, one of the largest online
travel companies in Europe. We were invited

to become a partner in mobile parking provider Parkmobile

If additional capital is required, I prefer to deal with an

because our technology and our position in the United

investor who has some involvement. For example, when we

States would enable them to expand internationally. None of

made our large acquisition in the United States, we obtained

these are core activities - our core product is business travel,

financing from Sabre, which operates a global distribution

but they are all sound business cases, they are all in the ser-

system, in exchange for a promise that we would arrange

vice industry and they are all aligned with the principles of

all of our bookings through them for a certain length of

consolidation and advancement in technology.”

time. For the next five years, every time we made a booking
we paid off a small portion of the financing. When we were

Culture

expanding Parkmobile in the US, we invited the Ford family

“When we make an acquisition, we don’t send in a team of

to join the board as a shareholder. And ING financed the

people from our head office. Each country has its own cul-

mergers and acquisitions that resulted in the creation Travix.

ture and own way of doing things. The way transaction and

As well as providing loans, ING also became a shareholder.

integration processes are handled in Argentina is very diffe-

That way the entrepreneur and the investor have a shared

rent from the way they are handled in China. The legislative

interest.”

and regulatory requirements and the industrial relations are
completely different. So it’s important to leave these aspects

Timing

to the local management and local advisors. Synergies are

“Acquisitions don’t always work out the way you expect.

generated by adding a new company to the group and

The development of new technology was sometimes very

exploiting the purchasing benefits, the standard of service

problematic, occasionally to such an extent that we ended

and the technology it can offer the group. Business is local,

up operating at a loss.

but the impact is global. We benefit from coordinated pur-

Technology is complex. It is

chasing. We offer the same standard of service and imple-

difficult to estimate exactly

ment the same policy worldwide. And we communicate a

how long the development

single message to all of our customers. This awareness exists

process will take. It is also

throughout our culture.”

difficult to know exactly what

Acquisitions don’t
always work out
the way you expect

possibilities it will create and

Disturbance

when it will deliver them. Yet technology is essential. It can

“The integration process following an acquisition causes a

give you an edge that enables you to build a position in the

certain amount of disturbance. This process requires careful

market. Having said this, it’s important to note that buy and

handling. Certainly to begin with, when we were acquiring

build scenarios also have their limitations. You have to know

one small company after another, we made a deliberate

your limitations. It might be time for a company to embark

decision not to proceed with immediate integration. Once

on a phase that you cannot or do not want to undertake.

we had ten small companies operating in parallel, we laun-

This happened to us last year: we sold a major interest in

ched a change process and integrated them all at the same

VakantieXperts to a large German tour operator. Travix’ online

time. Then you only have to endure the disturbance created

travel business is developing very rapidly and it is now

by the alignment of different business cultures and practices

preparing to float to finance the consolidation of a global

once. After that, you can get back to work.”

market position.”

Financing

Family business

“I have never wanted to invest more than the seed capital

“A private limited company is in the best position to pursue

of 40,000 dollars in the company. Not because I don’t have

a buy and build strategy. We could never have achieved so

access to more equity, but because, in my view, a compa-

much as listed company. When you are tied into the stock

ny should be able to finance investments and acquisitions

market, you are obliged to think in terms of quarterly

primarily out of its own cash flow. That way you also build

results. The media and your shareholders will not allow you

in an alarm: if there is insufficient cash flow, something is

to build at your own pace. The disruption caused by a stock

not according to plan and you need to intervene. And while

market flotation used to be offset by the prospect of relative-

we’re on the subject of cash, it’s important not to pay for an

ly easy financing. But this is increasingly less the case, espe-

acquisition upfront. I’m a firm advocate of earn-out agree-

cially in a sinking market. Besides, there are now various

ments. They reduce the initial purchase price and bind the

alternative sources of capital, such as private equity firms

existing management to the company. You buy the company

and participation by private lenders. I’m never surprised to

on the basis of plans and projections prepared by the man-

see companies leaving the stock market. For an enterprising

agement, so give them an incentive to keep their promises.

business, being a limited company is a major advantage.”
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The acoustics and the
allure and ambiance in this
building are unique
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Experience the Concertgebouw’s anniversary concert with

The wonder
in the polder
The Koninklijk Concertgebouw in Amsterdam, with its exceptional
acoustics and top quality programme, is one of the most highly
regarded concert halls in the world. It is also one of the busiest concert
venues in the world - and it is a good job too - because the modest
government subsidy means the NV Concertgebouw must be largely
self-supporting. For director Simon Reinink and his team, this means
always being creative and pushing the boundaries in terms of both
music and space.
Simon Reinink’s office looks out over a

that operations always run smoothly. Every

section of the Concertgebouw that current

year two million euros are required just to

visitors never see; the garden. This was not

keep the building maintained. On top of

always the case though. In the early years of

this, approximately nine million euros are

the last century, concerts were regularly held

required for staff costs. Reinink: “That may

in this garden and on the nearby streets,

sound like a lot, but with around 900 events

the less fortunate Amsterdam residents,

per year in a building with numerous stages,

who with typical Amsterdam humour were

multiple access points and a number of bars,

referred to as ‘fence subscribers’, would lis-

you need quite a few employees. This is cer-

ten too.

tainly the case if you wish to guarantee a

This is just one of many anecdotes that

top quality service level. It’s just like a piano:

Reinink can trot out about ‘his’ Concertge-

you need ten fingers in order to play! That is

bouw; an institute that is a genuine rarity

true for this building too.”

among the Dutch cultural landscape. This

The income from the NV Concertgebouw

unique position, however, does not mean

comes from a variety of sources. Reinink:
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We live in times when the philosophy
lecturer can be found in his plimsolls,
having a dance around in Paradiso one
minute and the next minute, in his suit
going to see our series of Soloists
“We schedule and present around half of the con-

the Schouwburg, the Ziggo Dome… most recently

certs that take place here and that means we take the

Placido Domingo played in the latter venue. There

risk too. This generates around eight million euros

will soon also be new halls in Utrecht, just a half

from ticket sales. The other half involves hiring out

hour train journey from here. As a result, the Con-

the hall for which we receive rental and income

certgebouw is no longer the obvious choice for

from the hospitality outlets. The principal tenant is

a concert. Apart from the range of halls, the total

the Koninklijk Concertgebouworkest (Royal Con-

cultural ‘offer’ has also expanded enormously. Just

certgebouw Orchestra) which performs between

browse through the Amsterdam UIT guide: there is

75 and 80 concerts each year in this building alone.

a massive range of concerts and festivals. You may

In addition, the hospitality outlets provide about a

think that these activities would not compete with

quarter of our total income and function as a very

concerts in the Concertgebouw but, in actual fact,

important source of revenue. Then there is the in-

they do. The cultural consumer can only spend his

come from sponsorship and, finally, a small subsidy

euro once. We live in times when the philosophy

from the government – around five percent of the

lecturer can be found in his plimsolls, having

total. There is another, separate financial stream that

a dance around in Paradiso one minute and the

is topped up via fundraising. The money that comes

next minute, in his suit going to see our series of

in via this route is allocated to educational projects

Soloists.”

and used to maintain and renovate the building.”

Reinink and his team are therefore becoming increasingly ingenious when it comes to the range, posi-
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Spoilt for choice

tioning and marketing of the Concertgebouw. He

Despite all these various sources of income, it is not

explains that two main principles run through

an easy task for Reinink to present a fully integra-

this approach. “The first is that we focus on our

ted budget each year. He says; “A long, long time

key audience, in artistic terms, and concentrate on

ago we were practically the only large hall complex

events that cannot really be copied elsewhere. The

available for hire in Amsterdam. All sorts of public

acoustics and the allure and ambiance in this buil-

events took place here, even boxing competitions.

ding are unique and we try to capitalise on this as

Nowadays, however, the range of large halls in the

much as possible. We also work hard on further

Groot Amsterdam region has expanded hugely. Just

improving our visibility, accessibility and loyalty.

in the seven years that I have been here, the Muziek-

But above all, we insist on perfect execution. If you

gebouw aan ‘t IJ has opened, as has the Rabo-zaal in

have a ‘Triple A’ brand such as ours, you have to

Simon Reinink, director NV Concertgebouw

make sure that the complete experience is approp-

simply part of the local ‘Alltagskultur’. Here in the

riate. So a friendly greeting, a clean and well-main-

Netherlands, however, you can only fill the hall with

tained building, an excellent cup of coffee … every-

a top orchestra and a top conductor; it becomes in-

thing has to be right. Der liebe Gott steckt im Detail, as

creasingly difficult with a not-so-well-known

the Germans say.”

orchestra and a less famous soloist or conductor
even though they may be an excellent orchestra. The

Personal mission

focus on classical music has also diminished over

The acoustics in the Large and Small halls in the

the past few years. Partly because of demographic

Concertgebouw are some of the best in the world.

issues; nowadays, around half of the population

Amsterdam is also part of the international elite

have a non-western background, and partly because

which otherwise includes the Wiener Musikverein

record companies have been practically wiped out

with its huge Musikvereinssaal. Reinink continues:

by the emergence of the internet and can therefore

“Their visitor numbers make us green with envy.

no longer play a major role in promoting classical

Without any particular marketing efforts, they are

music. Classical music is therefore less well-known

practically full every evening. Going to a concert is

and I, personally, see it as part of my mission to turn
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A series of
flukes
The fame of the Concertgebouw can be put down to a

the tide. However, alongside the classical music programme, we also welcome the world’s best within a
range of other genres, such as jazz.”
The palette of resources the Concertgebouw uses
to achieve this is diverse; from developing digital
learning resources for education to scheduling more
short, ‘adventurous’ concerts for ‘young professionals’, such as the new Tracks series. Experimental

series of flukes. At the beginning of the nineteenth century,

pieces also form part of the mix. Reinink adds: “It’s

Amsterdam had a relatively inconsequential music scene;

all about thinking in concepts rather than in terms

the construction of a concert building of this size in the

of big names, but making sure to attain a level and

middle of a polder was not, therefore, the obvious choice.
Nevertheless, a handful of wealthy citizens seized upon

execution that seamlessly links into the Concertgebouw itself.” He is also fascinated by the opportunities offered by contemporary technology in terms

the idea and raised the necessary funds to make it a

of bringing the music that is being played inside the

reality. The architect Dolf van Gendt (1835 - 1901) had

Concertgebouw outside the building. “We have just

never before designed a concert hall and based his design

held five concerts that were streamed live in parks.

on the (rectangular) halls he had visited in Vienna and
Leipzig. When it transpired that his dimensions did not fit

The entire Erasmuspark in Amsterdam West was full
when we broadcast a live concert by the Buena Vista
Social Club. Caro Emerald and the Metropole Orkest

the plot of land that had been purchased, however, he

also generated another huge audience. This enables

shortened the design and created an almost square hall…

us to expand the cultural relevance of the Concert-

with apparently unparalleled acoustic qualities. Upon

gebouw and reach out to entirely new target audien-

completion in 1888, there were only a few good musi-

ces.”

cians around to perform. It took violinist and conductor
Willem Kes an inordinate amount of time to fashion an
excellent orchestra from nothing – a genuine herculean
task. In 1895, the then very young Willem Mengelberg
took over the tiller as Lead Conductor; a post he was to
hold for fifty years. Under his leadership, the orchestra
became world famous.

Take a virtual tour of the Concertgebouw with
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See the latest figures with

world of

meters
Recorded between
17:00
and 17:01
on 11 September
2013

425
TV sets sold
worldwide

190,303,190
Solar energy striking
Earth (MWh)

255
Births

2,558,004
Google searches
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Report

White coats in
a big grey area
Everyone agrees that quality of care and cost control are the key issues in the
healthcare sector. The effectiveness of new concepts designed to deliver more tailored
healthcare at lower costs is now being explored. One of these concepts is the ‘new-style
general practice’ developed by Arts en Zorg, a franchise of more than forty health
centres. “Practices that succeed in making the transition to a new model of care are
attractive to patients, insurers, employees and investors.”
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Last summer the Dutch government and

further to receive a particular treatment. At

healthcare industry representatives signed

the other end of the spectrum many health-

a so-called Healthcare Agreement (Zorgak-

care services, such as care for chronically

koord). The agreement is intended to curb

ill patients and simple procedures, can be

escalating healthcare costs, resulting from

performed more efficiently by health centres

the ageing of the population among other

located nearer to the patient’s home. This

factors, while ensuring that quality of care

should result in a significant saving on the

suffers as little as possible. Ideally, quality of

€ 80 billion spent on care. A saving of just

care should improve.

10% would make a huge difference.”

“For the first time we have a broad con-

However, the saving of billions will require

sensus on the approach,” says Diederik de

both radical change and considerable

Groot van Embden, partner at NPM Health-

investment. De Groot van Embden believes

care. “At one end of the spectrum hospitals

it will be necessary to invest approximately

will merge and specialise, which will mean

5% of the total healthcare budget to enable

that patients sometimes have to travel

this kind of change. Much of this money

Learn more about NPM Healthcare with

Unwillingness to cooperate, complicated financing
systems and unequal
distribution of information
have turned healthcare
into a headache
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will have to come from private investors.

patient returns to the general practitioner.

“New-style healthcare services are poten-

The patient is frustrated because they have

tially very interesting for private investors,”

not been assisted and considerable unneces-

says De Groot van Embden. “Practices and

sary costs have been incurred in the process.”

other healthcare organisations that succeed

Van den Borg believes that it is possible to

in making the transition to a new model

achieve considerable gains, both in terms

of care are attractive to patients, insurers,

of patient well-being and also in terms of

employees and investors. Yet there is also an

cost savings, by preventing or reducing

element of risk for the investor given that

gency,” says Van den Borg. “The concept

the proliferation of shuttles. “This can be

politically dictated changes may not play out

involves far more than simply the sharing

accomplished if the general practitioner or

as expected.”

of facilities, such as the reception and the

a healthcare coach maintains an overview of

computer system. For example, the general

the treatment process. The person monito-

Shuttles

practitioner will work in close collaboration

ring the treatment process can then explain

De Groot van Embden saw and continues

with the physiotherapist if necessary. And

that a certain procedure has already been

to see potential. This was what led NPM

they will also work together in formulating

performed. At the moment doctors are often

Healthcare to acquire a majority interest in

a treatment plan for the patient. One of

unaware that certain procedures have already

Arts en Zorg, a franchise of more than forty

the main advantages of this approach is

been prescribed by their colleagues. We have

health centres, back in 2009. “The approach

that the general practitioners maintain an

achieved good results by arranging for health-

adopted by Arts en Zorg is consistent with

overview of the treatment provided for their

care coaches to supervise patients referred to

the principles outlined in the Healthcare

patients. This enables them to orchestrate

a hospital.”

Agreement,” says Amon van den Borg,

the provision of healthcare services far more

director and one of the founders of Arts en

effectively.”

Headache

Zorg.

One of the problems with the current

“Efficiency gains can also be achieved within

Arts en Zorg health centres are primary care

healthcare system is that lots of ‘shuttles’

the health centres themselves,” says Van den

centres that employ four or five general prac-

are set in motion without anyone having

Borg. “In Rijswijk we are experimenting

titioners, a physician assistant, a physiothe-

an overview. Van den Borg: “What I mean

with a drop-in surgery for minor symptoms

rapist and a psychosocial worker. The health

by this is that patients are sent from pillar

such as a sore throat or a wart. Patients who

centres are staffed by a total of approximate-

to post. General practitioners refer patients

come to the surgery for advice are seen by

ly 25 people and most include a pharmacy.

with a condition that is difficult to diagnose

a so-called physician assistant or a specialist

“Each health centre has more than ten

to a specialist. If the specialist is unable to

nurse. The advantage of this approach is

thousand patients. The patients can choose

diagnose the condition, the patient will be

that it allows the general practitioners to

their own general practitioner and can see

referred to another specialist. If the second

devote more of their time to more complex

the general practitioner on duty in an emer-

referral also fails to result in a diagnosis, the

symptoms. Patients who want to see their

The nature of general
practice will change. This will
be met with resistance
46

general practitioner because they also want
to ask their doctor about something else can
simply make an appointment. It is entirely
up to the patient.”

Lack of reliable
information

Not everyone is convinced that this rosy
scenario will play out as predicted. A report
recently published by the Netherlands
Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis
(CPB), The future of healthcare warns
against exaggerated optimism and states
that ‘the idea that it will be easy to achieve
mega-savings is an illusion.’ According to
the Bureau, the complexities of the Dutch
healthcare system are such that a saving in
one area often results in unforeseen side
effects and overexpenditure elsewhere. For
example, if the government tightens the eligibility criteria for certain healthcare services, healthcare providers move their patients
to a higher care category. On balance, no
one benefits. The analysts at CPB are not
anticipating a rapid change in the situation.
‘The vast grey area within the healthcare
system will continue to be held in place by
the complexities of the system,’ notes the
Bureau. One of the main reasons for this is
the lack of agreement regarding the effectiveness of many treatments. Unwillingness to
cooperate, complicated financing systems
and unequal distribution of information are
other contributing factors that have turned
healthcare into a headache.

Resistance
De Groot van Embden acknowledges that
change in the healthcare system is slow.
Yet he expects to see fundamental changes
in the healthcare system over the next ten
years. The crisis has made cost control even
more essential. “Technology is not the
problem. Behaviour is the main obstacle.

The Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis (CPB) believes
that to save on healthcare costs it will be necessary to provide
better public information on the quality of care and cost-benefit
analyses of treatment methods. Van den Borg agrees that there is
still a considerable lack of reliable information on treatment results
and patient satisfaction. “Our health centres gather a great deal of
data. The franchise as a whole has almost two hundred thousand
patients, so the health centres can also compare data. As well as
looking at medical aspects, we also look at the quality of the service
we provide. The patient doesn’t make a distinction between the time
spent with the doctor and the way they are treated at the reception. As far as they are concerned, it’s all part of the same overall
experience. Patients who attend a consultation at the centre are
sent a short email survey. That way we are able to monitor patient
satisfaction.”
The next challenge is to link information about treatment outcomes
and patient satisfaction to the corresponding costs. “Doctors and
patients know the outcome of a treatment, but it is the health insurers
who have most of the information about the corresponding costs.
Sometimes it can be two years before they know the full extent of
the treatment costs,” says Van den Borg. “Pulling all of this information together will be a major undertaking. But it will be worth doing.
For it will then be possible to base decisions on information about
treatment outcomes, rather than on the treatments themselves.”

Specialists and general practitioners need to
learn to communicate more. The nature of
general practice will change. This kind of
change is usually met with resistance. More
women working in care will help – they are
more willing to cooperate.”
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Operational Excellence

Operational
Excellence
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View Van Der Klaauw’s latest watches with

Currently …
… CEO and creative designer of Christiaan van der
Klaauw (CVDK) watches.
Possesses …
… a rare combination of creativity, a feel for aesthetics
and a gift for mathematics.
Conceives and designs …
… watches with astronomical complications: watch
movements that not only display the time and
possibly the date, but also the exact phase of the
moon, the declination of the sun or the passage
of a solar or lunar eclipse. His masterpiece is the
CVDK Planetarium: a watch equipped with the
smallest mechanical planetarium in the world, which
displays the orbits of the six visible planets in our
solar system around the sun.
Created …
… the slowest-moving part ever built into a watch.
This enables the watch to show the orbit of Saturn
around the sun, which takes 29.5 years.

When applied to business management the idea of
‘operational excellence’ is primarily concerned with
cost savings, efficiency and economies of scale.
But in this section of our magazine it is applied in
reference to professionals who excel in their area of
expertise and who, quite literally, display excellence in
their daily operation. In this edition of Capital we look
at the astronomical complications created by Daniël
Reintjes.

Thinks the most remarkable thing about Christiaan van der
Klaauw watches …
… is that the unique set of coordinates shown on the
watch face from one day to the next only occur
once in a person’s life. “The watches tell a story
that constantly reminds the wearer of the amazing
intricacies of our solar system.”
Read more about these exquisite watches …
… at www.klaauw.com
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Investing in wine

An inﬂation-proof
investment
– just don’t expect
a high return
Investing in wine is a gamble
that doesn’t always pay off
Investing in wine is not dissimilar to investing in a company: it
only works if you select the right wine, handle it in the right way
and sell it to the right buyer at the right time. An insight into the
world of speculative trading in the ﬁnest and rarest wines.
Anyone who is at all interested in the world of wine

“Bordeaux wines from a spectacular vintage

will know that there are wine drinkers and wine

usually serve as a benchmark in this respect,”

collectors. The members of the first group might

says Hamersma. A Bordeaux classification system

be in the majority, but the members of the second

introduced in 1855 lists the top five grands crus.

group manage to secure the best wines. And, sadly,

Some of the châteaux on the list are more than

they rarely possess a corkscrew. For, rather than

world famous: Latour, Mouton Rothschild, Lafite

buying wine to drink it, they buy it as an invest-

Rothschild, Margaux and Haut-Brion for their reds

ment. Decanter and Wine Spectator, the leading wine

and d’Yquem for its white Sauternes. And, although

journals in the UK and the US respectively, both

they don’t fall within the Bordeaux classification of

publish separate sections on collecting wine.

1855, Pétrus and Le Pin (Pomerol) and Ausone and
Cheval Blanc (St.-Emilion) also belong among these
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Harold Hamersma, one of the most well-known

elite wines. The classification of Burgundy wines

professional wine writers in the Netherlands,

is more straightforward. With its five grand cru

explains: “Each issue devotes considerable atten-

vineyards, Romanée-Conti, La Tâche, Richebourg,

tion to the prices commanded by the top wines

Grands Echézaux and Echézaux, Domaine de la

at auction. And, just as the financial markets have

Romanée-Conti (DRC), the only estate considered

indexes that measure the value of groups of stocks,

to be among the world’s greatest wine producers,

such as the Dow Jones or the FTSE or the AEX, wine

forms the index single-handedly. Port is also a con-

investors can refer to a wine auction index, a fine

tender, partly due to the prices paid at auction for

wine price watch listing and a fine wine tracker. In

vintage bottlings (port with a vintage year noted on

other words, the world of reds, whites and rosés

the bottle) produced by the fourteen most presti-

also has its blue chips.”

gious port houses.

Download Harold’s Superwijnen app with

The return might be
impressive on paper, you
have to be able to sell it first
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Investing in wine

Gerhard van der Lans showing Méthusalem (6 liter) DRC Romanée-Saint-Vivant 1973. Selling price: over 8.000 euros

Slim pickings

of France might be, they lose almost all of

grand chateaux are so expensive during the

Gerhard van der Lans of Het Nederlands

their value over time. And the same applies

en primeur period that there is very little

Wijn Antiquariaat (Antique Wines Amster-

to top wines produced in countries such as

scope for a significant increase in value. Van

dam), which purchases and sells antique

Spain and Italy. Only vintage port is a sepa-

der Lans: “Generally speaking, these wines

wines and ports, says there are drawbacks

rate category.”

are an inflation-proof investment, but you

to investing in wine. He believes that very
“When it comes to buying top quality

only way to gain a high return is to keep

as an investment. Van der Lans: “We are

Bordeaux wines, there are slim pickings,”

a close eye on developments in the area.

really only talking about French wines, and

says Van der Lans. This is partly becau-

Which wineries have been taken over by

essentially only Bordeaux and Burgundy.

se the system is virtually impenetrable.

talented young wine makers? Where are

No matter how expensive and exception-

The top chateaux sell all of the wine they

investments being made? Which wineries

ally good wines produced in other parts

produce through brokers (coutiers) and

might potentially be undervalued? Then,

traders (négociants). Aspirant investors

if you’re quick and buy before the wine

somehow have to work out what margins

is discovered by wine gurus, you stand a

have been applied. It also requires sound

chance of seeing a decent return.”

Find out more
Roman Kräussl, Associate Professor
at Luxembourg School of Finance and
founder of the www.art-finance.com
website, is regarded as a specialist on
the subject of investment in ‘alternative
asset classes’, such as art and wine. He
regularly publishes reports on current
trends in investment-worthy wines. His
article on ‘An Investment Worth Toasting’
and other papers can be downloaded from
www.art-finance.com.
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shouldn’t expect to see a high return. The

few wines are worth purchasing purely

knowledge of the quality of a particular
vintage, because only memorable vintages

Hype wines

command high prices on the international

The prices of top wines have fluctuated in

buyers’ market. Tasting the wines is diffi-

recent decades. Many prices dropped dra-

cult, because Bordeaux wines are sold en

matically after the collapse of Lehman Bro-

primeur, which means the wines have just

thers in 2008, then climbed to an all-time

been produced and are still in the barrel. In

high in around 2010 due to enormous

other words, the wines are young and hard

demand from China. Since then prices have

and still full of tannins. The wine is only

fallen again and, according to Van der Lans,

bottled after it has been aged in the barrel

they are still under pressure. “In the mean-

for 12 to 18 months. Wines produced by

time the Chinese have discovered Burgundy,

a wine-producing area characterised by small
estates and wine makers that produce very
small quantities. For these reasons I consider
Burgundy to be a better ‘investment wine’ than
Bordeaux. But here too the same applies. Either
you have to spend a fortune on wines produced
by famous domains, or you have to study the
area in detail and devote a great deal of time
and effort to finding affordable potential. In my
experience, few investors have this kind of time
on their hands.”
“As all connoisseurs will know, most of the
top wine estates produce very small quantities.
In some cases just a few hundred bottles of a
certain cuvée have to be shared throughout
the world,” says Christiaan Janselijn, a Dutch
importer of top quality Burgundy wines. “Most
people I know simply drink their top grand
cru Burgundy.” Lukas Straathof also imports
high-end Burgundy and is also convinced that
it is virtually impossible to acquire sufficient
volume to make a serious investment in Burgundy. “Romanée-Conti produces 2000 bottles
a year. You can count yourself extremely lucky
if you get allocated one case, and, for that to
be possible, you have to have excellent contacts
with the producer. The same goes for all of the
top winemakers. The quantities involved are not
substantial enough to make a difference as an
investment. You’re better off enjoying it.”
As far as Van der Lans is concerned, investing in
wine is essentially a pursuit for real connoisseurs
who buy wine mainly for their own consumption and only occasionally choose to sell. “The
return might look very impressive on paper,
but you have to actually be able to sell the wine.
Auction houses charge high commission and,
needless to say, if you sell ten cases of the same
wine at the same time it pushes the price down.
Certainly when it comes to extremely expensive
‘hype wines’ produced in countries such as
Spain and Italy, you’re better off drinking them
yourself, for you’ll never recoup the money you
invested in them. The only way that might happen would be if Brazil were to lift its extortion-

Het Nederlands Wijn Antiquariaat (Antique Wines Amsterdam)

ate import duties, then the picture might chan-

Eerste Weteringdwarsstraat 2, Amsterdam

ge. For Brazil has wine lovers and a great deal of

www.antique-wines.net

money. The question is, is this something you
can afford to anticipate as an investor?”

Interesting websites about the price development of luxury wines
www.liv-ex.com
www.wine-searcher.com
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Learn more about NPM with

The world of NPM
NPM Capital is an independent investment company that provides growth capital to medium-sized and large
enterprises that are based in the Benelux. It is an investment partner of entrepreneurs and management teams
with expertise and experience, financial capacity and a comprehensive network. A focus on improving
operational processes, e-commerce and sustainability leads to the creation of business and shareholder value.
As an active shareholder, NPM Capital is committed for an unlimited period, as long as the development phase
lasts and as far as it extends. This flexible investment horizon offers space for value to be created and the NPM
Capital investment partner is ideal for family companies, buyouts and buy & build scenarios.
NPM Capital has 65 years of experience in the provision of risk capital. The portfolio currently comprises 28
portfolio companies which are active in a range of sectors, from the manufacturing industry, food industry
and offshore to e-business and healthcare. Common to all of these, however, is a clear growth or development
strategy, highly motivated management and a sustainable competitive position.

SHV Holdings
NPM Capital is a 100% subsidiary of SHV Holdings N.V. This business concentrates on the energy industry
(SHV Energy), cash and carry wholesale (Makro), heavy lifting and transport solutions (Mammoet) and
industrial services (ERIKS). Furthermore, SHV invests in the exploration, development and production of oil
and gas, principally in the North Sea (Dyas). SHV employs around 56,000 people and is active in 48 countries.
For more information about SHV and its activities, please refer to shv.nl.
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Lonneke van der Palen©
Courtesy:
Kahmann Gallery
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